Qualitative comparison of the bilayer-associated structures of diacylglycerol and a fluorinated analog based upon oriented sample NMR data.
sn-1,2-Dimyristoylglycerol (DMDAG) and sn-1,2-dimyristoyl-3-fluoropropanediol (DMFPD) were synthesized in carbonyl 13C-labeled and acyl chain perdeuterated forms. These compounds were reconstituted at low levels into both randomly dispersed dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) bilayers and magnetically orientable DMPC media. Samples were subjected to NMR analysis, leading to a substantial body of 2H quadrupolar splitting, 13C-13C and 13C-19F dipolar coupling and 13C chemical shift anisotropy data for both compounds. A number of measurements were also made for DMPC. The data acquired from magnetically oriented samples were found to be undesirably affected by the presence of artifacts related to the experimental use of the oriented lipid media. However, it was possible to draw a number of qualitative conclusions from the data and to correct the data so that they may ultimately prove useful in quantitative structural analyses of bilayer-associated DMDAG and DMFPD. Comparison of the DMDAG data with corresponding measurements of DMPC suggests a high degree of similarity between the two compounds within bilayers composed primarily of L alpha phase phosphatidylcholine, consistent with previous work (S.O. Smith et al. (1992) Biochemistry 31, 11660-11664). Comparison of the data for DMDAG and DMFPD suggests that the hydroxyl proton of DMDAG is involved in hydrogen bonding interactions, which appear to be largely responsible for maintaining the orientational inequivalence of its two acyl chains. Bilayer-associated DMFPD also appears to exhibit a higher degree of whole-molecule disorder than DMDAG, again suggestive of an important structural role for the hydroxyl proton of DMDAG. Finally, comparison of 13C-NMR data for oriented DMPC in the presence and absence of low levels of DMDAG and DMFPD indicated that neither compound induces a significant change in the averaged conformational state of DMPC comprising the bilayer matrix of the oriented samples.